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WHAT IS 
ALTERNATIVE CREDIT?

Alternative credit includes high yield, bank loans, structured credit and emerging market debt on 

the liquid side and strategies such as distressed debt, direct lending (private debt) and specialty 

finance on the illiquid side. 

Each of these sub-asset classes carries a different set of return drivers to traditional credit which is 

mostly driven by credit risk, interest rate risk and inflation uncertainty. 

Most investors have most of their capital invested in traditional credit and fixed income strategies, 

leaving them vulnerable to interest rate and credit cycle risk. Alternative credit strategies by 

comparison generate returns via an illiquidity premium, through thematic market drivers and 

through investment manager skill in a space where active management is more likely to be 

rewarded due to the deal sourcing and contractual design of the deals. These different sources 

of return create an alternative source of risk-adjusted returns for investors and compliment the 

existing traditional credit and fixed income portfolio which most investors already have in place as 

part of their diversified investment strategy. 

Allocating to alternative credit from either existing bond (fixed income) or equity investments will 

improve the Sharpe Ratio (a measure of return versus risk taken) of investor portfolios.

Alternative credit is simply defined as any credit that is not 
core or traditional investment-grade corporate or sovereign 
debt (fixed income strategies).
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DIRECT LENDING 

Senior loans made to mid-market companies without an intermediary. These may include 

revolving credit lines and second lien loans. Unitranche facilities, or hybrid loans which 

combine different debt instruments (senior and subordinated debt) under a single loan, are 

also becoming more common. Unitranche debt is typically used in institutional funding deals 

to allow funding from multiple parties, thus reducing the cost of funding and the risk to the 

lender. 

DISTRESSED DEBT 

Differs from special situations in that it generally involves the purchase of securities in the 

secondary market, rather than new origination of debt or structured equity. Distressed investing 

is less common in South Africa, but is an attractive strategy post extreme market conditions 

such as the COVID pandemic which create attractive distressed investing opportunities. 

INFRASTRUCTURE DEBT 

Debt used for infrastructure development and investment in existing assets, generally with 

longer terms (30+ years) because of the extended useful life of the assets. Infrastructure debt 

is often used by impact funds and as a part of ESG strategies. 

IT’S ALL IN
THE DETAILS
Alternative credit investing is a specialist investment area, 
comprising of several different sub strategies each with their 
own complexity and required expertise.

• 

• 

• 
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MEZZANINE DEBT 

Subordinated debt, generally with features like preferred equity and warrants which increase 

the value of the debt. Mezzanine debt is often used in leveraged buyouts (LBOs). 

REAL ESTATE DEBT 

The most common real estate debt strategy is direct lending for real estate acquisitions. This 

may include the buying and selling of securitized real estate loans in the secondary market. 

Risk profiles vary based on the underlying asset but most commonly the property asset is 

used as security, thereby reducing the risk to the lender. 

SPECIAL SITUATIONS/SPECIALTY FINANCE 

Debt or structured equity investments made with the intent of gaining control of a company; 

generally, one in financial distress. Special situations can include trading in the secondary 

market, direct origination, or distressed debt where the manager believes price dislocation 

is present. Special situations debt can also be used to finance specific projects and initiatives. 

VENTURE DEBT 

Debt financing extended to companies with venture capital backing. For entrepreneurs, 

venture debt serves to extend the path to exit without further diluting ownership. Venture 

debt is the riskiest sub strategy, and for this reason is most often accessed via specialist 

Venture Capital funds. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The essence of investment management is the management of 

risks, not the management of returns.

 - Benjamin Graham
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WHAT ARE 
THE RISKS?

Alternative credit strategies are often illiquid, can be complex, and do rely on investment manager 

skill for successful implementation. Investments in these strategies require a specialist approach 

and as such are best accessed via a diversified fund-of-fund structure. Not only will the fund-of-fund 

provide additional diversification benefits across the alternative credit asset class, but the fund-of-

fund investment manager takes the responsibility for evaluating each selected investment manager’s 

skill, establishing the fund structure and governance and for ongoing monitoring of the underlying 

portfolios. The fund-of-fund investment manager may also tilt investments according to identified 

market themes and towards investment managers who align with specific objectives, such as a focus 

on environmental, social and governance (“ESG”) factors.

“There are risks and costs to actions.
But they are far less than the long range risks of comfortable inaction.”
John F Kennedy
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If you want a different performance than the crowd, 

you have to do things differently.

- John Templeton

WHAT ARE 
THE BENEFITS?

Investment opportunities in alternative credit, particularly private debt, have ballooned globally 

due to banks being constrained to lend to companies to finance growth. With institutional investors 

increasing their allocations to private debt, and companies turning increasingly to this market for 

funding, capital markets are playing a bigger role in supporting the real economy. 

Private debt deals are structured so that both the return and the duration are known and are backed 

either by strong cash flows and guarantees or by some form of surety/collateral. Private debt deals 

are used to finance capital expenditure (growth), property deals or acquisitions and are specifically 

negotiated to maximise return and minimise risk to the lender. Importantly, returns from a diversified 

private debt portfolio exhibit low correlation to broader market movements in both equities and fixed 

income. 

In South Africa, the opportunity set reflects the dynamics of the global economy and is highly attractive. 

Investment managers focusing on alternative credit strategies have proven their ability to add value 

through skill in investment selection and deal negotiation, through ongoing interaction with their 

borrowers and through their ability to successfully navigate challenging market environments. A fund-

of-fund allows risk controlled and liquidity managed access to these attractive investments.

Investing in alternative credit via a fund-of-funds allows for 
diversification across sub asset classes, return drivers, liquidity, 
and investment manager skill.
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HOW TO 
INVEST?
Speak to your financial advisor or investment consultant 
about investment options to further diversify your investment 
portfolio. 

DUNCAN THERON

Chief Executive Officer

duncan@grayswan.co.za

021 852 9092

GREGOIRE THERON

Chief Investment Officer

greg@grayswan.co.za

011 431 0141

*Note: Investments in alternative investment strategies are only suitable for sophisticated and 

qualified investors.
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